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The International Earthquake and Volcano Prediction Center (IEVPC), announces today that it

has embarked on a wide ranging program to alert the global insurance industry of its capability to

predict major earthquakes.

According to IEVPC Chairman/CEO Mr. John Casey, “Our initial test program success and

more recent successful internal predictions demands that we continue to contact all those

individuals and businesses most affected by these destructive geophysical events. Though we are

not at a 100% accuracy level yet, the fact that we have a track record of predicting major

earthquakes should be of serious interest to those whose lives and properties are at risk.”

The IEVPC Director of Research Dr. Dong Choi, in Canberra, Australia adds to this by saying,

“The long held belief that earthquakes cannot be predicted has been dispelled by the

demonstrated ability of the IEVPC to accurately predict major earthquake events in advance. Our

new technology with our integrated system of multiple precursor analysis is a paradigm shift in

earthquake prediction whose time has come.”

The IEVPC was formed in February 2012 after a group of some of the world’s most successful

earthquake prediction experts approached Mr. Casey, a former White House space program

advisor and recognized leader in climate research, and asked him to bring them together into a

single firm. Since that time, the IEVPC has been attempting to spread the word of its capability

through several different channels.

As Mr. Casey explains, “The use of US and foreign government channels has shown that it will

take too long to change long standing beliefs about earthquake prediction. We cannot afford to

leave people and businesses at risk waiting for what would probably take many years of

expensive, time consuming effort to turn these large entrenched entities around to new advances

in earthquake prediction. In the meantime, we are faced with the prospect of dealing with the

damaging effects of current earthquake threats knowing some could be predicted in advance. If

nothing else, this new initiative is needed simply from a humanitarian perspective.”


